
Energy-efficient ventilation solutions for an  
optimal indoor climate on board

l indab      we s impl i fy  construct ion

We bring fresh air on board

Lindab Marine & Offshore
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At Lindab we are driven by a strong desire to  

continuously create improvements and to simplify 

construction. We do that by developing products and 

complete solutions that are easy to use and energy- 

efficient, together with industry-leading knowledge, 

support, logistics and efficient availability. 

We want to simplify everything – from designing, or-

dering, delivery, goal achievement and mounting to the 

entire way of doing business with us. By simplifying in 

every stage of the construction process, we also contri-

bute to energy-efficiency and a more sustainable planet.

A good thinking company

Good thinking is a deeply rooted philosophy that  

guides us in everything we do. We firmly believe  

that good thinking makes good solutions to the  

challenges we all face. Taking responsibility for what  

we do, and how we do things is important to us.  

Because good thinking is not only about making  

life easier and more comfortable for our cust- 

omers and end users. It is also a matter of thinking  

in a global perspective, all the time. Knowing that  

we at Lindab are helping to make the world a  

better place.
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We simplify construction

A world leader in marine & offshore ventilation

Lindab has more than 35 years’ experience of supply-

ing ventilation solutions for everything from cruise ships, 

ferries and cargo ships to yachts, naval ships and oil 

rigs. Our continuous product development has made 

us one of the world’s leading suppliers to the HVAC 

industry. Our solutions for the marine and offshore  

industries are based on the same well-known, tested 

and documented products.
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People who work at sea operate in a tough environ- 

ment with a constantly changing climate. Marine  

applications therefore place strict demands on the  

ventilation solution. Every product has to be reliable 

and of the highest quality to ensure the solution  

guarantees the best possible indoor climate, no  

matter what climate zone the ship is operating in. 

We bring fresh air on board

We know the challenges you face. Consequently, we 

can help you create the optimal solution, one that 

meets the requirements and the special needs at sea 

when it comes to fresh air, temperature and noise.  

We deliver complete solutions that include products, 

systems, support and logistics that streamline your 

construction process. Our products are the most  

energy-efficient, economical and easy to install  

products on the market – even in confined spaces. 

Fulfilling the highest expectations of  

quality, comfort and safety on board

All our products have the relevant fire safety approvals and 

comply with international marine industry requirements. 

See all approvals at lindabmarine.com. 

Make sure the ship is prepared for any adventure 



We provide the complete ventilation solution 
– customised for your project

At Lindab Marine we partner with our clients to develop 

tailor-made solutions. We supply complete solutions 

– including weight-optimised products, systems, 

support and streamline logistics. As early as the project 

planning stage, you can benefit from our expertise and 

support. Our IT software enables you to dimension your 

solution to your needs. Our IT tools lindQST, DIM- 

silencer and CADvent give you access to advanced 

acoustic sound calculations, visualisation and dimen-

sioning options, among other things. As a result, you 

can include all the right components from the start 

and see the entire solution in a 3D model. Based on 

your drawing, you can send us your parts list directly in 

digital form.
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Lindab is an industry-leading  
developer, manufacturer and  
distributor of products, systems  
and solutions for simplified  
construction and improved  
indoor climate. 

We deliver in time, on time - every time

We know that reliable delivery is a decisive factor for 

marine and offshore industry solutions. We simplify the 

logistics for you. You only have one point of contact, 

and we take care of the rest. With a global agency 

network and local distribution offices all over Europe, 

we are always nearby so you can quickly get what  

you need. 



We deliver 
in time,  
on time  

- every time
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Your all-round partner

With Lindab you get the best possible indoor climate 

while also simplifying the construction process. We  

offer you a complete combination of ventilation sys-

tems, products, knowledge and support – all in one 

package. This means simplicity for you, and a healthy, 

comfortable, productive indoor climate on board.  

In our laboratories we can create a mock-up 
of e.g. a cabin to perform full-scale tests. 
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•  We supply the complete ventilation solution –      
    customised for your project

•  We support you with industry-leading ventilation     
    expertise 

•  Quality products that simplify design, installation,  
    commissioning and operation

•  We help you choose the right technical products

•  Energy-efficient solutions

•  We give you projects support and IT tools that     
    make planning and purchasing easier

•  We offer training on product information,  
    installation, design and IT tools 

•  We can help you with customised and specially     
    designed solutions

•  Global presence and a European production and  
    distribution network enable short delivery times    
    and a high service level
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Lindab -Marine 

Passenger ship solutions

When passengers board a cruise ship, they are  

embarking on the experience of a lifetime. Their  

expectations of comfort and luxury are therefore  

high – and the indoor climate is an essential part  

of the overall impression. The ventilation must 

comply with all the requirements we have for an 

optimal indoor climate – In terms of air and temp-

erature as well as noise. In brief, the ventilation 

should contribute to a unique, perfect experience 

on board. 

Perfect ventilation is an important  

part of floating luxury

Lindab Marine can provide the complete ventilation  

solution for any passenger ship, ensuring a perfect 

indoor climate and on-board experience.  

With our wide range of products, you can design 

a ventilation solution that is energy-efficient, weighs  

less, takes up less space and is easier to install  

than other solutions on the market. For example,  

our aerodynamic silencer Aerodym reduces noise  

by 50% and pressure loss by 40%, while also  

reducing the dimensions of the overall solution.
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We have the solution for your project

•  Complete ventilation solutions for your project

•  High energy efficiency, less weight and space  
    savings

•  Tightness class D (E)

•  A comfortable, healthy indoor climate 

•  Customised solutions 

•  Fire-safe solutions 

•  Quick and easy installation

•  Delivery in time, on time, everytime



Lindab has delivered ventilation solutions to a wide range of 
passenger ships. Here is a selection of our references:

Ferry, Color Magic, Color Line, STX Finland, 2007
Cruise ship, Britannia, P&O Cruises, Fincantieri Italy, 2015
Cruise ship, Quantum of the Seas, RCCL, Meyer Werft Germany, 2014
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Lindab has delivered ventilation solutions to a wide range
of offshore projects. Here is a selection of our references:

B369 Jack-up Rig, ENSCO 123, Keppel Fels Singapore, 2015
Accomodation platform, Ekofisk, Sembawang Singapore, 2012
BP Skarv project, Norway

Lindab also provides customised ventilation solutions for  
merchant vessels. Please contact us for further information. 
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The offshore industry is a sector that often faces  

extreme weather, from cold conditions with extremely 

low temperatures, to salty environments and tropical 

heat with very high levels of humidity. These harsh  

conditions are something your offshore ventilation 

solution needs to be resistant to. By maintaining a 

comfortable and productive indoor climate in extreme 

environments at sea, offshore staff can perform their 

jobs with great efficiency and the highest level of safety.        

We offer you a safe solution and peace of mind

When you choose a ventilation solution from Lindab 

Marine, you are guaranteed the best solution as well  

as prompt and reliable delivery from a flexible supplier.  

We supply the solution according to your needs –  

packaged by deck or with the components separated 

by type.

Offshore solutions

We have the solution for your project

•  Complete ventilation solutions, 
    characterised by reliability and stability 

•  Solid construction, quick and easy installation 

•  Customised solutions 

•  Less maintenance and high energy efficiency 

•  Fire-safe solutions 

•  Solutions in stainless steel and aluminium 

Lindab  |  Marine & Offshore
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Yacht solutions

For many yacht owners, life at sea is the perfect  

escape. Every detail is expected to help create the 

ultimate experience in floating luxury. Achieving  

perfection in comfort, fresh air, low noise levels and 

the right temperature is essential. Lindab’s ventilation 

solutions for yachts provide the perfect indoor climate, 

as well as meeting the high demands on elegant  

design and a modern finish. 

We have the solution for your project

•  Comfortable, healthy indoor climate

•  High energy efficiency 

•  Low noise levels 

•  Meets the strictest requirements            
    on weight and space

•  Modern finish and personalized design 

•  Fire safe solutions

•  Customised solutions and materials in stainless  
    steel and aluminium   

Perfection is when every detail fits in perfectly

We offer customised ventilation solutions that meet  

the highest possible requirements on comfort, function 

and design. Our Lindab Safe Click system, which is 

fitted with the Lindab Safe rubber seal, means less 

insulation is required, lower weight, less air leakage  

and lower energy consumption.



Lindab has delivered ventilation solutions to a wide  
range of yachts. Here is a selection of our references:

Infinity, Oceanco Netherlands, 2012
Acquaintance, Oceanco Netherlands, 2015

Z, Amels Netherlands, 2013
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Navy solutions

Navy vessels normally operate in very extreme con-

ditions. Rapidly changing climate, extreme depths 

and even the risk of external shocks place extreme 

demands on the ventilation solution. There is simply  

no room for compromise. Normally the solution has to 

be customised to meet the requirements of the specific 

vessel. The ventilation solution has to be effective and 

offer optimal stability and security, but each system 

also has to be fully accessible and require minimal or 

no maintenance. 

The most reliable solutions for the  

most extreme requirements

Lindab has substantial experience and expertise in 

ventilation. Every product is characterised by state-of-

the-art engineering and tested in our own industry- 

leading R&D centres to meet the most exacting naval 

standards.

We have the solution for your project

•  Extremely reliable solutions 

•  Highest quality available and great stability

•  Low weight, compact design and extreme 
   energy efficiency 

•  Fire-safe solutions 

•  Solutions in stainless steel and aluminium 



Lindab has delivered ventilation solutions to a wide range of 
navy vessels. Here is a selection of our references:

Air Craft Carrier, HMS Elisabeth, UK Navy, BAE UK, 2012
Frigate, F125, German Navy, Thyssen Krupp/Lürssen Germany, 2013

Tanker, UK Navy, Daewoo Korea, 2014
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Design and function – two important issues on  
a modern ship. With our Marine product range  
we’ve got you covered.

Systems that meet the requirements of the marine 

and offshore industries

Lindabs indoor climate solutions and duct systems are 

natural choices for the marine industry. 

The systems comply to tightness class D, and a wide 

range of regulations and standards. A safe choice if you 

want a well-sealed solution with low energy consumption. 

In the long term, this is an economical and environmen-

tally sound solution.

Our solutions for the marine and offshore industries are 

based on the same well-known, tested and documented 

products we have delivered to large construction projects 

around the world. The product range is complete, co-

vering everything within indoor climate solutions and air 

duct systems, with or without marine approved insulation.

Smaller dimensions or less noise?

You can profit from our knowledge and experience when 

calculating the dimensions of duct systems or silencers, 

for example, enabling you to create an optimal solution 

with the lowest possible noise level.
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2660 NW 15th Court, Suite 104 Pompano Beach, FL 33069, USA Office ph# +1 954 414 9567  Airtech@dantech-group.com
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At Lindab we simplify construction for our 

customers. We do that by designing easy-

to-use products and solutions, as well as 

offering efficient availability and logistics. 

We are also working on ways to reduce 

our impact on our environment and climate. 

We do that by developing methods to produce 

our solutions using a minimum of energy 

and natural resources, and by reducing 

negative effects on the environment. 

We use steel in our products. It’s one of 

few materials that can be recycled an infinite 

number of times without losing any of its 

properties. That means less carbon emissions 

in nature and less energy wasted.

We simplify construction


